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Lutheran Men in Mission is not a FEDEX. 

       What do I mean by that? LMM is about development and not about delivery. We 

could simply package any program and deliver it. That is a consumerist approach that has 

a revolving door type of process. Once the purchaser has completed that program they turn 

around and look for the next program that will "fix" their ministry woes. 

       At LMM we want to go deeper. We want to understand you and your ministry. What 

areas do you feel weak, and how can we develop you to become a stronger leader? Then 

we'll better identify and offer the tools and resources you need. 

       Almost everything we offer puts an emphasis on discipleship building and growing 

deeper relationships. You won't see us unveiling a "bigger and better" product every year. 

Like the people we work with, we develop our materials, know they are high quality, and 

stand behind them 100 percent.  

 

       The Master Builder's Bible, Mantalk Cards, and the One Year To Live retreat are a 

few of the resources that we say will benefit every man. We are evening blazing some new 

trails as we practice ecumenical relationships. For two years LMM has built relationships 

with numerous denominations. These gifted individuals are even sharing their gifts on a 

soon to be site called Project Twelve. 

       Do you know what our greatest resource is in our arsenal? It's You! You have the 

drive to help the men in your life, you have the passion for ministry, and you have stories 

of each encounter. At some point someone took the time and invested in developing you 

into the leader you are today. Maybe one of our resources was a key part in your 

development. 

       LMM is now inviting you to walk alongside us with financial support on a monthly 

basis. This is a role LMM is asking for your help so we can continue to grow and succeed 

in discipling more men.  

 

       On our website, under the "Support" tab there is a link to give to LMM electronically. 

By giving recurring on a monthly basis it helps the leaders of our organization budget and 

plan. Plus by doing it electronically it takes the hassle away from you. Please pray about it, 

and invest in the men's ministry. 

http://www.lutheranmeninmission.org/support/making-a-contribution/ 
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